
 

8. HM | DCC & HM Devices – Manage HM Devices (Basic Information) 

 

Double tap the Settings ‘  ‘ Icon. 

Tap on Manage Devices. This is the list of all HM Devices* connected to HM | DCC.  

Under My Devices, you will be able to see HM Devices that are connected when the Bluetooth® icon 

‘  ‘ is BLUE or they will disconnected when the Bluetooth® icon ‘  ‘  RED. 

*A HM Device is any device in the HM6000 Or HM7000 range of products that has Bluetooth® 

capability.  

Each HM Device has it’s on own box on screen, in the top-right corner of each HM Device box will be 

a number that correlates to the number of locomotives are Assigned to it. 

You may notice in the bottom-left of each box a RED update icon. This will tell you that your HM 

Device firmware is out of date. For your HM Device to work correctly with HM | DCC you must 

ensure your decoder is updated to the latest version. Please see Device Version(s) for advice on how 

to do this.  

Tap on a HM Device to go to the Manage Device screen for the selected HM Device. The Manage 

Device screen provides important information regarding your HM Device. 

Basic Information such as your HM Device Name is shown, this is a name that identifies your HM 

Device. The 4-Digit Code after your HM Device name is unique and differs between another HM 

Device.  

Connection Status will let you know if your HM Device is connected to HM | DCC in BLUE or 

disconnected when RED. 1 device on your Bluetooth® Mesh Network, will feature a ‘H’ to the left-

hand side of the Bluetooth® icon ‘  ’, this is your HOST in your Bluetooth® Mesh Network and all 

commands will be relayed through this device. It is always advised for your HOST to be as stable as 

possible: Static HUBs such as the HM7040, HM6000 and HM6010 are always recommended. HM | 

DCC – Bluetooth® Mesh Network discusses this further.  

Vehicle Allocation Limit is the limit of how many locomotives can be assigned to the HM Device. As 

of the HM | DCC app release date, HM7000 decoders can have 1 locomotive Assigned to them, 

whilst the HM7040 – Legacy Dongle can have multiple locomotives under different addresses 

Assigned to it.  

Device SKU is the identification SKU of the decoder installed into your locomotive and Sound 

Capable Decoder shows if the decoder can be connected to a speaker output to play TXS (Triplex) 

locomotive sounds.  

(HM7000-21TXS: R7322) – Sound Capable Decoder: True 

(HM7000-N18TXS: R7345) – Sound Capable Decoder: True 

(HM7000-8TXS: R7336) – Sound Capable Decoder: True 



(HM7000-8: R7335) – Sound Capable Decoder: False 

(HM7000-6: R7321) – Sound Capable Decoder: False 

(HM7000-N18: R7401) – Sound Capable Decoder: False 

(HM7000-21: R7402) – Sound Capable Decoder: False 

 

Also featured is your Device Reset Passcode for your HM7000 decoder, this is very important and is 

used to Reset your HM7000. Please ensure that the Device Reset Passcode is written down or 

stored away from HM | DCC. Tap on the 12-Digit Code to copy this to your phone or tablet’s 

clipboard, it can then be pasted where you wish.  

Alternatively, double tap on the Settings ‘  ‘ icon, scroll the bottom of the screen and then tap 

on Export Device Reset Codes. Then, save the Device Reset Codes using an appropriate app (Notes 

etc), or send them to a trusted friend in a message or email. This will allow you to always Reset your 

decoder back to Default Settings.  

 


